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* The ardent pursuit of and affixation with "sense-knowledge" keeps one on
the "broad path". The ardent pursuit of and affixation with revelation knowledge
keeps one on the "paths of righteousness" - with both feet firmly planted in the
Kingdom. 

"sense knowledge" - that which is perceived by what one feels, hears, sees or
thinks based on their outward circumstances; that which is perceived through the
soul [mind, will, emotions] - apart from "revelation" in the inner man [spirit,
heart] through the Holy Spirit - Who is the Spirit of wisdom and revelation;

...."Enter through the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and spacious and
broad is the way that leads away to destruction, and many are those who are
entering through it. But the gate is narrow [contracted by pressure] and the way
is straitened and compressed that leads away to life, and few are those who find it
[Deut. 30:19; Jer. 21:8]".... Matthew 7:13-14 The Amplified Translation

           ...."In the way [path] of righteousness [right standing and communion with
the Father and His Word]  is [the continual impartation of] life [Zoe - divine Life,
Grace, divine Love, divine Light, divine Wisdom,  resurrection power - first to
oneself and, then to all those who cross their path], and in its pathway there is no
death [NO death in ANY of its forms {darkness, fear,  sickness and disease etc.}
can remain standing {functional}]".... Proverbs 12:28 NASB

...."Therefore, we consider and look not to the things that are seen [the
lower reality - that which is real to the five physical senses] but to the things that
are unseen [through faith in the higher Reality of God's Word]; for the things that
are visible are temporal (brief and fleeting) [subject to change], but the things
that are invisible are deathless and everlasting [Eternal]".... 2 Corinthians 4:18
The Amplified Translation 


